
LET’S THINK ABOUT IT
Good questions help us learn.

. . .

1. What do you think Spiderites, Rockfish and Angelicas

look like?

2. In Chapter 1, the campfire gang has to choose between

staying safe and comfortable or taking a risk and growing

stronger. Would you choose to take the easy road and

be taken care of, even if it meant you wouldn’t grow and

become stronger? Or would you take a risk and choose

the difficult road?

3. The Strikers want to harm the gang. Is there anyone or

anything in your life that you’re afraid of?

4. Describe a time when you went through a difficult expe-

rience, like when the gang has to crawl through the stinky

mud (page 15).

5. In Chapter 2, the Angelicas help the gang. What would

you like help with? Who acts like a helpful Angelica in

your life?

6. What do you like about King Thaddeus?

7. What do you think the Great Book means when Thadde-

us reads the following passage?

“I can do all this by the power of Christ. He gives me 

strength” (Philippians 4:13).

8. While battling against the Strikers, the gang gets a chance 

to fly (Chapter 4). If you were offered a pair of wings,
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would you want to try flying? What do you think that 

would be like?

9. If you became king of the Angelicas, like Thomas does

on page 63, how would you make sure that you’re a good

leader?

10. On page 67, the gang talks about how they rely on their

stuff more than they should. What do you think about

this idea?

11. When Toby, Kerry and Cliff disappear under the water

(page 71), Spencer’s first impulse is to jump into the wa-

ter to save his friends. Later on he realizes this wouldn’t

have been a good idea (page 116). Do you think about

your choices before you act?

12. Would you like to fish for Rockfish like the gang does in

Chapter 5? What do you do for fun?

13. The gang is starting to recognize the way Pops/God is

caring for them. What do you think about God?

14. In Chapter 6, Toby makes a decision to risk his own safe-

ty to help the other creatures. How does James 4:17 relate

to Toby’s sacrifice?

“So suppose someone knows the good deeds they should do.

But suppose they don’t do them. By not doing these good 

deeds, they sin.”

15. Has anyone ever lied to you like the Spiderites do? How

do you feel about lying?

16. BB and the gang make sure to keep their promise to the

Rockfish (page 99-100). Do you keep your promises?
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